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Introduction 
Evergreen’s Booking module is used for reserving library resources for specific times.  These 
resources include study rooms, meeting rooms, videos to be screened in classes, and tech 
equipment.  The module was first introduced in 2010 with Evergreen 1.6.  The module has seen 
limited development in recent years, so this project will give the module a refresh, with a focus 
on improving the user experience for library staff users. 
 
The highlights of this project include: 

● A redesigned interface for creating new reservations; 
● Better management of existing reservations, including a central management screen for 

staff and the ability to edit existing reservations; 
● Allowing staff to add, edit, and remove notes about specific reservations; 
● Porting several Booking interfaces to Angular. 

Technical details 
The new development work will make good use of the existing Angular grid, which can be seen 
in several Acquisitions Administration screens in Evergreen 3.2.  This grid needs two 
improvements before being suitable for use in the Booking module: better timezone handling 
and an accessibility fix.  Both of these improvements are included in this project. 
 
Likewise, the new development work will use the existing Fieldmapper Editor as part of the 
Reservation creation and editing interfaces.  The fieldmapper editor has a date picker widget, 
but does not offer a widget that users can use to select a specific time.  Adding such a widget 
will be part of this project. 
 
The new central management screen (called Manage Reservations) will allow staff to view 
details of reservations that are waiting for capture, captured, or picked up.  Staff members will 
be able to use this screen to identify reservations for specific resources, resource types, or 
patrons.  Staff members will also be able to use this screen to take various actions on existing 
reservations, including returning or cancelling them. 
 
This project will give staff the ability to enter notes into a free-text notes field.  This field will be 
editable when creating or editing reservations.  The field will be displayed in the Pull List, 
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Capture Resources, Pick Up Reservations, and Return Reservations.  The field will be visible on 
the receipt printed within the Capture Resources interface. 
 
As part of an ongoing initiative within the Evergreen community, this project includes the 
re-building of several Dojo interfaces in Angular.  Specifically, the Create Reservations, Pull List, 
Pick Up Reservations, and Return Reservations interfaces will be ported to Angular.  This 
project does not include re-creating the Capture interface, because it requires receipt printing 
capabilities that the Angular client does not yet have.  This project also does not include 
re-creation of the Make Item Bookable dojo feature that is currently available in the Item Status 
and Holdings View screens. 
 
This project includes the creation of release notes and end-user documentation, any necessary 
Angular unit tests, and some limited automated accessibility testing. 

Launchpad bugs addressed as part of this work 
● 1738494 - Booking should sort the resources in alphabetic order 
● 1775407 - Booking: Cannot find patron for picked-up reservations 
● 1793238 - Add a notes field to booking.reservation 
● 1793241 - Turn the Booking Pull List into an Ang6 grid 
● 1796936 - eg-grid row selection checkboxes should have aria-labels 
● 1806731 - Booking: Edit Booking reservations 
● 1806737 - Booking: Enhancements to "Create Reservations" 
● 1807784 - Booking - limiting by item attributes does not limit available resources 
● 1812325 - Angular grid should respect the workstation OU's timezone 
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https://bugs.launchpad.net/evergreen/+bug/1738494
https://bugs.launchpad.net/evergreen/+bug/1775407
https://bugs.launchpad.net/evergreen/+bug/1793238
https://bugs.launchpad.net/evergreen/+bug/1793241
https://bugs.launchpad.net/evergreen/+bug/1796936
https://bugs.launchpad.net/evergreen/+bug/1806731
https://bugs.launchpad.net/evergreen/+bug/1806737
https://bugs.launchpad.net/evergreen/+bug/1807784/
https://bugs.launchpad.net/evergreen/+bug/1812325

